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Have you ever thought about why inclined planes are used everywhere? The answer to that might be, because it makes work easier.
But here we will learn about how inclined plane makes our work easier. This webquest comprises of different sections. For each
section make sure that you follow the instruction and click on the available links and complete the assignment.

&nbsp;After completing this task you will be able to-Identify forces in a system and apply Newton's laws graphically by using models
such a free-body diagrams to explain how the motion of an object is affected.Use mathematical computations to derive simple
equations of motion for various systems using Newton's second law.Use mathematical computations to explain the nature of actionreaction force pairs (e.g, tension, frictions, normal) related to Newton's Second and third laws respectively.Plan and carry out
investigations using mathematics/ computational thinking and construct explanation and design solutions.

Before you begin this task, please click on the link below and go through them individually.1. Motion and Forces in two
dimensions.&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/vectors2. Inclined Plane Force
Components.&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;https://www.khanacademy.org/science/ap-physics-1/ap-forces-newtons-laws/apinclined-planes-friction/v/inclined-plane-force-components3. Mass on an incline&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/mincl.htmlFor the task follow the procedure below-Divide into groups of 2-3
students per lab group .&nbsp;Print out the pdf of the lab sheet. The pdf is attached below.Each lab station must have the following
materials :- motion sensor, inclined plane, adapter, laptop with data studio installed, angle indicator, cart , ruler, bumper&nbsp;Without
using angle indicator , set the track to an angle of 5 degrees and find the acceleration of the cart using the motion sensor and plotting
velocity vs time graph on data studio. Use the same method for different angle of incline and find acceleration of the car. Obtain a
relationship between the angle of incline and acceleration of the cart. Determine which quantities to plot on what axis so that the
graph will show a linear relationship between the angle of incline and the angle of acceleration of the cart and finally do the 4 step
analysis to determine the slope of the graph. Answer all the questions on the lab sheet.

Â Â Â Guidelines for writing lab reports:-The Lab report must be a group report. Each group must submit one report and should have all
the names of the participants included.The group report will be graded based on the rubric below.No late reports will be accepted, late
reports will be accepted only with a valid excuse but with grade reduction penalty.Reports will be graded on the correct interpretation
of the results rather than "right" results.Please follow the scientific method while performing the experiments and analyzing the results.
Detailed steps can be found in the website, the link of which is attachedÂ Â https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fairprojects/science-fair/steps-of-the-scientific-methodThe lab report is expected to be a collaborative effort of all members of the group,
failure to comply with this will result in penalty in grades.Â Students must be cautious and responsible with the equipment while
performing the experiment.
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Title and objectives

No title or objectives
included

Includes name of the lab
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goals or the scientific
principle being tested

Includes title and
specifies the goals and
objectives briefly

Includes the title and
clearly specifies lab goal
and provides sufficient
information with the title
and clear purposes
,important ideas that led
to the design of the
experiment

4
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Not clear
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statement but no
specific details

Clear statement but
lacks depth

Clear statement of fact
utilizing higher order
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etc.

4

Data/Graphs
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Graph/diagram with
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Graph diagrams and
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Clear and neat
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errors and units included.

4
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/16

After finding the relation between acceleration of the cart and the angle of inclination, can you identify which component of the
resultant force vector contributes to the motion of the cart along the inclined plane.

This WebQuest would be greatly useful for students to identify the force components on a body accelerating down an inclined
plane.Â Resources that would help teachersWebQuest maker-http://zunal.com/Next generation Science standardshttps://www.nextgenscience.org/Alabama Learning Exchangehttps://alex.state.al.us/browseSC.php
Standards
Educational Standards covered-ACOSACOS Physics 1: Investigate and analyze, based on evidence obtained through observation or
experimental design, the motion of an object using bot graphical and mathematical models(e.g., creating or interpreting graphs of
displacement, velocity, and acceleration versus time graphs for one- and two-dimensional motion; solving problems using kinematic
equations for the case of constant acceleration) that may include descriptors such as distance, displacement, velocity and
acceleration.ACOS Physics 2: Identify forces in a system and apply Newton's laws graphically by using models such as free-body
diagrams to explain how the motion of an object s affected, ranging from simple to complex, and including circular
motion.&nbsp;ACOS Physics 2a: Use mathematical computations to derive simple equations of motion for various systems using
Newton's second law.&nbsp;ACOS Physics 2b: Use mathematical computations to explain the nature of action-reaction force pairs
(e.g., tension, friction, normal) related to Newton's second and third laws, respectively.NGSSHS-PS-1. Analyze data to support the
claim that Newton's second law of motion describes the mathematical relationships among the net forces on a macroscopic object, its
mass, and its acceleration.CCRS Anchor Standard 5. â€œMake strategic use of digital media and visual display of data to express
information and enhance understanding of presentations.â€•SL.11.33 and SL.12.33. Make strategic use of digital media (e.g., textual,
graphical, audio, visual, and interactive elements) in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence
and to add interest. [SL.11-12.5]
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